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Staying on paper—not an option
For many years, Georgia-based Athens Eye Associates used paper records. With 
some nudging by his practice administrator and a desire to avoid regulatory penalties 
for his staff, Michael Jacobs, M.D. began searching for an EHR. While many of his staff 
members were nervous about the transition because of negative experiences they had 
at other eye care practices, things went much better than expected this time around.

Shopping around and finding “the one” 
Michael had a few non-negotiables during the selection 
process. “I was only going to choose a company that 
offered both an EHR and PM. I wasn’t interested in using 
two separate companies, so that eliminated a lot of the 
competition,” he says. Second, he wanted an intuitive, 
clean, and easy-to-use system—with no multiple tabs 
or pages, or a lot of navigation. Finally, Michael says, “I 
wanted my administrator to feel comfortable, at ease, 
and happy with the product.”

Michael let his administrator lead the search for the best EHR for Athens Eye. She 
spoke with many companies, demoed their platforms, and asked a lot of questions. 
When she presented Michael with a few options, he asked for input from his 
colleagues. A few physicians recommended that Michael look at myCare iMedicWare, 
so he asked his practice administrator to demo it, which narrowed their search even 
further to myCare iMedicWare and a competitor. 

What made Michael choose myCare iMedicWare’s EHR and PM? “I liked the fact 
that myCare iMedicWare offered a single platform solution.  With one database for 
all the practice’s data, I never had to worry about whether data from one product 
would flow correctly to another product. And from a charting perspective, it’s 
mainly one page. The way the smart-charting feature works makes it nice. It takes 
you through the exam process and links up a lot of steps, which otherwise may 
not be linked together,” says Michael.
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Getting set up  
for EHR success 
Michael and his staff 
attended myCare 
iMedicWare’s online 
training sessions and 
learned the setup 
process, including 
sending forms, fee 
schedules, and more. The 
training sessions made 

a lasting impact as he says, “Now, when I’m in an exam and see something that 
needs adjusting, I feel comfortable making changes.”

And when the practice went live with the system in early 2018, myCare 
iMedicWare’s trainers were on site to help with a smooth transition.

Time and money savings with myCare iMedicWare
One of the biggest changes the practice experienced after implementing myCare 
iMedicWare’s EHR and PM was being able to bring their billing back in-house. 
Instead of having to outsource that task, Michael has 1-2 billers handling it. 
Michael has also seen increased efficiency in that he and his staff no longer have 
to look at or search for paper files and charts, and clinic flow moves smoother 
now. “I’ve heard so many horror stories about docs who were never able to get 
back up, but we were back up to our normal speed very quickly,” says Michael. “I 
feel very comfortable with it, even a little faster completing exams than I was on 
paper. During exams, I’m able to enter data while still making good eye contact 
and conversing with patients.” And while his staff was nervous about the transition 
from paper to electronic, Michael says that “they did great.”

Final thoughts and recommendations for eye care practices 
According to Michael, he’d recommend myCare iMedicWare to other practices.   
 “I’ve enjoyed using it,” he says. “It’s better than paper. It’s been a great decision. I 
have no second guesses about it.” He also recommends that practices reduce their 
patient load back for go-live, to give physicians and staff a chance to acclimate. As 
Michael and his staff found, cutting back on their schedule while they adjusted to 
the system allowed them to return to a full schedule quickly and smoothly.
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